We are hiring:

Factory Operators and
Fork Lift Truck Drivers
At Banbury, Desborough, Leeds, Selby and Wellington
Why VPK?
We’re an international packaging supplier with more than 6,400 employees in 70 locations across 20 countries. In
the UK we have six specialist sites producing high quality sustainable packaging from shelf ready to e-commerce
products for our customers. Our products are manufactured to order for many blue chip companies within the food
and manufacturing sectors which makes VPK a packaging industry leader. Our employees' passion for the job is
our company's biggest asset, because we believe that true innovation always starts from within. The development
and welfare of our employees is key to the ongoing success of our business.
What does an FLT driver do?
As a Forklift Truck Driver you will be working as part of a team and will play a key part in ensuring the successful output
of corrugated product in a fast paced environment. Your responsibilities will include putting product away from a fast
paced production line in to the correct locations, loading and unloading of trailers using a computer system running on
SAP, and general housekeeping.
The job holder must be computer literate - ideally with SAP experience, have a keen eye for detail, excellent time
keeping, great communication skills and be passionate about Health & Safety. Ideally they will have worked in a fast
paced warehouse environment and have experience of corrugated packaging – however, training will be given.
What does a Process Operator do?
As a Process Operator you will be working as part of a machine crew and will play a key part in ensuring the successful
output of corrugated product in a fast paced environment. Your responsibilities will vary around the daily production plans,
therefore we are seeking individuals with a degree of flexibility to operate various machines to a very high standard. Full
training will be provided although previous experience of corrugated packing would be advantageous. Depending on
motivation and competence you will have the ability to multi skill and progress.
The job holder must have a desire to develop and learn new skills, be motivated, possess the ability to work well with
others, have good communication skills and be passionate about Health & Safety.
Shift patterns
Double Days and Permanent Nightshift (start times vary between sites).
Pay rates
Competitive and vary by sites. Enhanced overtime rates.
Throughout your time at VPK, you will be supported with on the job training and development opportunities to further your
career and pay.
Interested?
If this sounds like you, then come and join us and be part of something special! For further information and to apply
contact: recruitment@vpkgroup.com or visit our UK careers page: www.vpkgroup.com. We ensure confidentiality of your
application.

